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I am always studying design and products.

I spend time venturing into the marketplace to see what is new and stimulate my
creative senses. Doing so is more than just “product research,” it is fun and can
also lift your mood. It was what inspired me to create the mood board you see
above, in anticipation of Spring.
I want to share some of the great pieces I found at Chairish. A marketplace where
you can go shopping for great things.

Vesta Raisa Lounge Chair

Rasia is derived from the Latin word for
"easy-going," This Mid-century Modern
lounge chair will give you casual
vibes. The Rasia Lounge Chair is a musthave for a home office, living room, or
bedroom with linen upholstery, wood
shell back, and metal base.

Bali Sunrise Patio Umbrella

The 9' canopy features a block stripe in Watermelon and Sage
Green, with a Scalloped Valance, finished with Sea Spray braid
trim. Solid aluminum hubs, finial, and fittings are used, for the
ultimate balance in strength and refinement.

Mid-Century Yellow Ceramic Lamp

Chrome yellow ceramic table lamp with graphic
design, new wiring, and shade. France, circa 1960s.

Novogratz by Momeni Topanga Dasha Rug

Each graphic pattern provides a bold
backdrop for interior fixtures and furnishings,
while natural wool fibers ensure lasting
beauty as they endure everyday foot traffic

Wood and Fabric 46 Sofa Couch by Finn Juhl for Design M
Sofa designed by Finn Juhl in 1946, relaunched in 2008, and
manufactured by House of Finn Juhl in Denmark. Juhl had a dream of
becoming an art historian. During the 1930s & 1940s, strongly
influenced by modern art, his designs took on such organic shapes
with almost human-like features.

Palm Beach Paradise
by Allison Cosmos
Coasters/Placemats
Pebbled vinyl leather
have patterns on the
front and off-white on
the back. They can be
used indoors and
outdoors.

Silk Velvet Lumbar Pillow
Solid Linen textile for the back.
Pillow has a zipper for closur
and a down feather insert.

Forevers I Small White
Framed Print Set by
Stephanie Henderson
Stephanie Lear Henderson
is a painter living in Ponte
Vedra Beach, Florida.
Working primarily in hardedge abstraction, she also
paints representational
works in oil.

Mid Century Modern Style Sconces-A Pair
Pair of sconces in the style of midcentury
modern with 8" glass balls.

Ceramic Tray-Stig Lindberg
for Gustavsberg-1960
This ceramic tray or plate
was designed by Stig
Lindberg and is marked on
the bottom. Imprinted by
Maker.

Brown Rattan Armchair, 1960s
Brown Rattan Armchair, 1960s,
In very Good conditions.
Designed 1960 to 1969

Clarence House Tibet Dragon Hot Pink
and Blue Down Filled Pillow - a Pair
Fabulous printed design from Clarence
House! Tibet Dragon is an exotic and
stylized dragon/tiger printed on a Hot
pink background.

I selected a few things I saw as fun and festive furnishings for spring.
Today, the idea of upcycling and repurposing furnishings from the past is sought out
more than ever. I like to mix periods and styles; it keeps interiors uniquely interesting
and timeless. It not only creates a sense of story that can be brought forward, but it
also keeps wonderful design pieces in use and not in a landfill somewhere. It just
takes a little imagination, and it's a whole lot of fun.
Spring is always a time of newness. If you have been considering a change to your
home, or should you need help crafting that story, so your home is a true reflection of
who you are today, we are available and happy to help. After all, if you are not living
your best life, what are you waiting for?
Welcome to spring.
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